
Assembly and mounting can be completed in just a few minutes. Fasten your 4mm coro sign (flutes 

running horizontal) into the 32” tall posts and mount the assembled post and panel by pounding the 

stake/sleeve assembly in the ground. Add the decorative pyramid caps.

Yard sign sizes JustAddYardSign accommodates:™

Simple. Easy. Fast. Cost-Effective.

Order stock today for quick turnaround with all of your customers. Each unit is individually boxed and 

ready to ship to your customer via ground service.

JustAddYardSign  is a wonderful option that makes yard signs better mounted and more permanent. ™

This PVC post kit makes it easy and cost-effective for sign shops to assemble an attractive yard sign 

post and panel kit that will withstand wind and harsh weather and look professional for the long term. 

This solution up-sells well against cheaper wire and plastic stakes that bend and break and blow away. 

As a bonus, the kit can display the sign as well as a bottom rider.

Sold Through Sign Distributors Nationwide
 13604 Merriman Road 

Livonia, MI 48150Distributor Inquiries Welcome
  

 734-458-1055 

sales@signstuff.com   

NEW!

12”h x 18”w
18”h x 18”w
24”h x 18”w

6”h bottom rider can be added for all sizes except 24”h x 24”w

12”h x 24”w
18”h x 24”w
24”h x 24”w

JustAddYardSign instructions on page 2.



 JustAddYardSign  ™  Instructions 
 JustAddYardSign  TM  is a PVC post sleeve kit for creating  a post and panel kit with a simple corrugated yard sign in 
 minutes. The JustAddYardSign kits are pre-slotted for different sign board heights and widths. Assembly and mounting 
 can be completed in minutes. Your beautiful new sign will look rich and withstand wind and weather and look great! 

 1. Kit includes: 2 white pvc posts, 2 green 
 stakes, 2 white pyramid caps, 2 cap screws - 

 ¾”, 4 sign screws - 4”, 4 rider screws - 4” and a 
 PVC pounding block (not shown). 

 2. The white pvc posts have slots on both sides 
 that allow multiple height signs to be installed. 
 You can install 12”, 18” and 24” heights. The 
 18” height can have a 6” bottom rider as well. 

 3. The corrugated sign must have the flutes 
 landscape (horizontal). Put the screw into the 
 top slot of the post and fasten into one of the 
 top flutes of the sign. Snug the screw (leave a 
 bit loose so that it slides up & down in the slot). 

 4. There are two stake inserts inside each pvc 
 post. Carefully slide each stake into the top and 
 then bottom inserts. Once you see the stakes 
 coming out of the bottom of the pvc posts you 

 can pound the stakes into the ground. We 
 include a pvc block to place on the top of the 

 stake when it is near the pvc post so your 
 hammer doesn't break the post. The stake 

 should be set below the top of the pvc post so 
 there is room for the cap to be mounted. 

 5. The picture shows how the cap is installed. - 
 This should be done last after the sign is 

 mounted in the ground. The whole mounting 
 process should take around 5 minutes or so 

 and you will have a sign that will withstand the 
 weather and look great for a long time. 

 Uses include: For Lease, For Sale, Now Hiring, 
 Farm Stand Signs, Now Accepting New 
 Patients, Now Enrolling, For Rent, Etc. 

 The completed sign will look like this. 

 FYI- for a sign that is more permanent than a 
 corrugated plastic sign, Alumalite works as a 
 higher end replacement for the coro plastic.. 

 Thank you for your order. Enjoy! 
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